
Franchising

Online shopping growth

30%
Globbing market share 

78%

Access E-commerce Boom

3 out of 4 people ship with us*

*partner country statistics



Most USA, EU, Chinese online shops do not deliver  
to your country or delivery is pricey and takes too long

The variety of goods is limited

There are online payment restrictions in the country

Globbing is a MUST  
in your Country if:
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1 Brand (Brand book) 

2 Marketing strategy 

3 Globbing service centers’ concept

4  Warehouses in foreign countries,  

receiving orders, processing, sending

5 Full logistics support

6 IT software 

7 Full training from A to Z

Get Full Business Set  
and Enjoy
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1.

Winning Brand 

We know the art of successful startups and why creating a winning brand is essential.  

We share one of our success tools, our brand book, which will give you detailed information  

on how to be a marketing-driven giant brand.

Shortlisted in:
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2.  

We don’t  Believe in Luck,  
We Believe in Marketing. 
Our marketing plan is checked and double checked practically.

We’ll also be here ready to help and assist in any question during the process.

Results: the company registered 35X growth in two years. 
 

Marketing Strategy

Brand

Positioning

Digital Marketing
Competitive

Product & Pricing

SEO

Optimization

Web Design &

Development 

UI/UX Best

Practices

Research,

Segmentation
SMM

Communication

& Events

Offline

Campaigns

Analytics
Visual

Marketing

Loyalty & Affiliate

Programs

Planning &

Evaluation
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3.  

Globbing Service Centers’ Concept
Our service centers are robotized and due to special innovative technology getting parcels takes 

only 20 seconds which practically means no more queues.
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The futuristic design of our service centers 

combined with warmth and friendliness 

of our brand character George the giraffe 
is so much loved, that many customers 

come to take photos.



4. 

Warehouses in Foreign Countries
We set up warehouses in foreign countries and help in operating.   

That actually means we are there for receiving orders, processing them and sending.
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5.

Full Logistics  
Support
We make ways. We provide you with logistics 

to the airport or the border of your country 

and help in setting up overall logistics as well.
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6.

Highly Functional IT Software
Technical part is the key. That’s why we have spent more than 50,000 hours on creating, designing 

and remaking our highly functional and specially adapted IT software, 30,000 of which on 

developing a technology of robotized service centers, due to which registration of a single parcel 

takes a few seconds.

Web & app

International
WH management app

Hardwares

Operations
management tool

Core development tool

Robotized parcel
receiving terminals

Local WH management
tool and hardwares
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7. 

Training  from A to Z
As a part of setting up the warehouses and inner logistics, we provide full, highly successful practical 

training. We believe that success comes from knowing your product in each and every detail.
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Act now!
We are giving Master Licenses only!

Investment size: from $100,000

Master License: from $50,000

Scan to apply


